ROBENS INFLATABLE YURT SPEARHEADS NEW TENT RANGE FOR ADVENTUROUS FAMILIES
The Robens Airventure range is a new
concept that addresses the needs of the
more adventurous family seeking a choice
of inflatable tents that combine
performance with practicality.
The technical heritage is obvious in the
quality materials that include Yunan alloy
brow poles where needed and the use of
the award-winning brand’s new HydroTex
Polycotton RS – a quality dense-weave
ripstop polycotton that enhances the tent’s
microclimate by stabilising temperature
fluctuations and eliminating condensation. Tried-and-tested inflation technology and cleat guyline
adjusters are just two features that complement the materials to ensure ease of use and weatherbeating performance that’s rigorously tested in the Robens in-house test facilities.
The range includes three time-proven tunnel designs; the Vista 400, Lookout 500 and Woodview
600. These are complemented by the eye-catching eight-berth Aero Yurt – a new creation inspired
by the dwellings used in the steppes of Central Asia and developed for those people who want to
stand out from the crowd.
The Aero Yurt (pictured right and above) inflates quickly and easily
from a single valve. It stands out on the camp ground where this
versatile tent provides multiple applications, including eightperson bedroom/living area, meeting room, play area, hang-out
and more. Internal curtains at the windows enhance the
impression that this has traditional-style solid walls yet can be
rolled up for views out. The front door has a mesh panel behind
and low vents aid air flow.
The Vista 400 (pictured left) is an inflatable four-person tent ideal
for those who regularly move between camp grounds. It has a
small porch for all-weather protection of the front door that
features a mesh panel behind to help keep the tent insect-free.
New low vents are positioned to enhance views out of the large
windows. The inner tent sleeps four in a single compartment.
Ideal for longer stays at
basecamp, the Lookout 500
(pictured right) is a large inflatable five-person tent with a large
porch for sheltered outside living and all-weather protection of
the front door and window. The front door features a mesh panel
behind to help keep the tent insect-free. New low vents beneath
the side windows enhance views out of the large windows. The
inner tent is divided in two to sleep in a 3+2 configuration.

The Woodview 600 (pictured left) six-person inflatable tent
adds even more living area and protected porch space for
group and family living in comfort. The inner tent is divided
in two to sleep in a 3+3 configuration.
For further information and prices, plus details of your
nearest retailer, visit robens.co.uk
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Editor’s notes
High resolution and web images for use with this press release can be downloaded using
the following link https://bit.ly/2PoeGr3 The usual Oase Outdoors ApS copyright applies.
RRP: Aero Yurt £1,499.99; Vista 400 £1,249.99; Lookout 500 £1,374.99; Woodview 600 £1,749.99
Robens continues to test all its tents using its own in-house facilities and, during the tests, register
the maximum (MAX) speed impact a tent was subjected to and the average (AVG) wind speed at
which structural instability occurred. Structural instability may show as the collapse of tent,
returning to shape when the wind drops, or a broken/deformed pole. At no point did Robens
encounter any form of catastrophic failure up to the maximum wind speed and an icon is now used,
including on the Robens website, to show the MAX and AVG figures for each tent. The Wind Test
figures are:
Aero Yurt MAX 95km/h and AVG 95km/h
Vista 400 MAX 130km/h and AVG 123km/h
Lookout 500 MAX 140km/h and AVG 118km/h
Woodview 600 MAX 130km/h and AVG 113km/h
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